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Reference materials

Background material on prisons and COVID-19:
- UCLA Law Covid-19 Behind Bars Data Project (UCLA Law)
- Every Public Official With The Power To Decarcerate Must Exercise Power Now (The Appeal)

Background material on housing and COVID-19:
- COVID-19 information, response, and considerations (WCLP)
- Summary: California Courts issue Emergency Rule on Evictions and Foreclosures (WCLP)
- Governor’s Executive Order on Evictions: Why It Fails to Protect Tenants, and What Can Still Be Done to Provide Meaningful Protections (WCLP)
- If not now, when? Preventing and addressing homelessness in the eye of a pandemic (Daily Journal)

Background material on grocery workers and COVID-19:
- Grocery Clerks Are Now Emergency Personnel in Several States. California’s Workers Want In. (Mother Jones)
- Grocery Store Workers Are Risking Their Lives For Little Pay (The Appeal)
- Grocery Store Workers Demand Better Protection While on the Frontlines (Spectrum News 1)
- Grocery Workers Win City-wide Health Standards After Mayor Garcetti Issues Executive Order (UFCW)
- L.A. County moves to protect delivery workers, limit number of customers in stores (Los Angeles Times)

Background materials on detained immigrants and COVID-19:
- “They Don’t Care if You Die”: Immigrants in ICE Detention Fear the Spread of COVID-19 (ACLU)
- Nativist Hate Groups Want to Keep People in ICE Detention Despite COVID-19 Threat (SPLC)
- No Masks, Disinfectant or Soap. This Is Detention Amid a Pandemic (New York Times)
- Rapes, murders ... and coronavirus: the dangers US asylum seekers in Mexico must face (The Guardian)
- As Tijuana Locks Down, Migrants At U.S.-Mexico Border Stuck In Dangerous Limbo (Huffington Post)